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“HUMBL® will transform mobile finance in 
the same way UBER® changed 

transportation.”
Hari Prasath, India Times 



HUMBL® - A Global, Digital Money Network



Startup To Watch 
2020

HUMBL is reinventing the way new digital 
forms of money will move around the world 

- between people, merchants and local 
financial providers (“agents”).

HUMBL Management team is a diverse 
blend of co-founders from different 

ethnicities, regions and genders.

HUMBL Team members are from Western 
Union, Moneygram, Epson, Visa, Walmart, 

American Express, Disney, AliPay and Fiserv.



HUMBL is a new, global money network for consumers and merchants.
It is cheaper, faster and easier than banks, wires, checks and cash.
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Money Is Moving To Digital Formats



About HUMBL

HUMBL is a mobile, financial services company that is incorporated in US, Latin America, Singapore and Australia. HUMBL 
stands ready to provide its JV partners with a mobile wallet and merchant services software that will expand across 55 
countries and 50 currencies within its existing capabilities.

HUMBL®

HUMBL  – A mobile wallet for use by consumers to send money, receive money, mobile payments, split restaurant tabs, 
merchant ratings, reviews and pay bills.

HUMBL Hubs (Merchant) – A merchant software that allows any merchant to perform contactless payments, text 
ordering, ratings, reviews and mobile POS system.

HUMBL Hubs (Agent) - An agent software that will allow merchants to perform walk-in money services for clients like 
sending money, receiving money, paying bills and shopping digitally on store credit vs. 500,000 Western Union agents.

Executive Summary



Core Product Lines

Mobile Wallet Merchant / Agent Software



Seamless Commerce

Consumers

MerchantsAgents

HUMBL instantly pairs consumers and merchants 
together in simple, cashless activities across the 

emerging markets.

- Mobile Payments (P2P)
- Contactless Payments (B2C)
- Money Services (vs. Banks)



Global Money Network  

HUMBL provides customers faster and cheaper ways to move money vs. traditional wires, checks and cash.



Target Markets

Venmo

Apple Pay

HUMBL + HUMBL HUBS®

40 Million Customers
Venmo Mobile P2P (Serves USA Only)
PayPal = $200 Billion Market Cap

375 Million Customers
Mobile P2P, Merchant POS

7 Billion (TAM)

Tier 1 (US, EU)
Upper Mid Market

Serves Full Pyramid
Consumer Mobile App + 

Agent Software
(SaaS)

Consumers <> Merchants



Banks

Debit Cards

Visa

Mastercard

Discover

American 
Express

Integrating Payment 
Providers
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Key Vertical Markets

HUMBL REST API
Google Cloud App Engine 

1. Product Layer 3. Database Layer2. Functional Layer

• Data Storage
• Synchronization 
• Data Querying 
• Data Security 

Traditional Banks

Wireless Providers

Government Programs
Cloud Firestore | Google Cloud

NoSQL Database Optimized for:

Merchant Services



Database Security
Data stored on the established PostgreSQL 

database platform, in a High Availability 

configuration, with the option for 

Georedundancy (depending on rules & 

regulations). All information is encrypted (cell-

level encryption) using the industry’s standard 

AES-256.

Cryptographic Keys
The cryptographic keys used to encrypt the user data 

are again stored on an encrypted partition (OS-level 

encryption).

Network Security
The cryptographic keys used to encrypt the user data 

are again stored on an encrypted partition (OS-level 

encryption).

Server Security
Web services are accessed through an encrypted 

tunnel (using TLS 1.3 by default and a compatibility 

fallback to TLS 1.2 (note: TLS is the successor of SSL 

more secure than SSL 3.0)) between the servers and 

Cloudflare. 

Institutional Grade Data Security



Platform
Android and iOS native apps using the 
Xamarin.Forms UI framework.

UX / UI
Human-centered design that has a localization-
friendly user interface and is multiple language 
support (i18n) enabled. 

KYC / AML
Established third party KYC provider: Trulioo. 
Trulioo is PCI-, GDPR- and CCPA-compliant. 
Ongoing chain analysis monitoring using 
IdentityMind. 

Data Center
PCI-DSS, ISO 27001, ISO 9001 compliant.

Device Security
All sensitive user data is stored on the backend web 
service. The app is made as secure as possible, by 
design, never storing any user data on the device, 
eliminating the risk of divulging user data through an 
unsecure mobile device. OAuth token is stored in an 
encrypted container on the device. 

Application Security
User credentials are stored separately from the user’s 

account profile and identity information. Passwords 

are salted and hashed (one-way encryption). 

Passwords are required to be at least 12 characters 

long using a combination of upper-case letters, lower-

case letters and numbers. All user data is GDPR-, 

CCPA- and other data privacy acts compliant.

HUMBL – Mobile App



HUBS Agent Portal
The Agent Portal and its associated web APIs use 

ASP.NET Core 3.1 as a platform, running on 

Ubuntu Server machines, based in New York City, 

NY. With worldwide data centers available 

depending on regulatory requirements.

Web Servers
The web servers are only to be reached through a TLS 

3.0 tunnel between CloudFlare and the machines 

themselves and are behind a total of three 

firewalls: CloudFlare, Network Perimeter firewall and 

then the firewall on the machines themselves.

Security
The Agent Portal, also requires additional onboarding 

for agents offering cash remittance services. The Agent 

must be compliant according to local requirements 

regarding cash disbursement and pickup.

HUBS Agent Onboarding
The Agent Portal, also requires additional onboarding 
for agents offering cash remittance services. The Agent 
must be compliant according to local requirements 
regarding cash disbursement and pickup.

Merchant Software


